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1 Introduction
In this set of lectures we will look at various empirical measures of liquidity. The interpretation of
liquidity we have in mind is one of sensitivity of prices to trading. If its price need to move a lot to
make a trade, an asset is illiquid. While this is an intuitively easy thing to conceptualize, it is very hard
to effectively measure. There are lots of different empirical measures of liquidity, that all attempts to
get at the general idea of elasticity of price to trading. The literature is intertwined with the issue of
estimating of transaction costs of trading. Many of the liquidity measures used in the literature can also
be interpreted as an estimate of the cost of a transaction.

We will look at many of these estimators. In this introductory lecture we give an overview. There
are then separate lectures on each of the liquidity measures, discussing computation and usage.

1.1 Spreads
We start with the various spread measures

1.1.1 The Quoted Spread

The quoted spread (or typically just the spread, is a measure of transaction costs, and measures the cost
of a small round-trip transaction

In a limit order book, one observe the best bid (P B) and best ask (P A) prices. The quoted spread
is the difference of these two.

Quoted Spread = P A − P B

The quoted spread is in units of currency. It is usually easier to think of the spread as a relative number,
and we introduce the relative, or percentage spread, as the quoted spread relative to an estimate of the
current “true” price P̂ .

Relative Spread = spread
P̂

= P A − P B

P̂

The “true” price can be calculated in various ways. Two common cases:

• Use the last trade price P̂ = Plast

• Use the average of the bid and the ask P̂ = (P A − P B)/2

1.1.2 The Effective Spread

The effective spread is an attempt to measure the transaction cost involved in a trade by asking “how
much did I have to change the price to achieve a trade?” What is the price concession given by the
active trader (the one accepting the current bid or ask). If the active party is selling, the trader accepts
a lower price. Contrary, if the active trader is buying, this trader accepts a higher price. The effective
spread is measured from the sequency of actual prices observed in a market. To measure it, we need to
specify which side of the trade is active, by an order direction indicator d:

d =
{

-1 if buyer-initiated
+1 if seller-initiated
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The effective spread compares the transaction price p with an estimate of the price (m) just before the
trade:

St = d(p − m)

m is typically estimated as the midpoint price at the time of order submission.
To do this estimation, the ideal case is to know the timing when an order is submitted. One then

measures the effective spread by calculating the actual price achieved (which can be a weighted average
if the order is split), which is compared to the the midpoint price at order submission. This spread figure
then explicitly accounts for the order size. But this is an ideal. In practice estimation of effective spread
done from sequences of transactions in limit order book.

A number of problems occur when

• Only see one trade, not the total sequence of trades, which implies that one only see effect of small
trade.

• Do not see which is the active party in the order (ie whether the buyer or seller “crossed the spread”

There is a large literature on the problem of signing the order from the typical market data available
(classifying trades into buy and sell orders).

Will typically have sequences of

• limit order books,

• trades

Trade is signed by it distance from the current mid price. Let mt be the midprice, and pt the trade
price. A typical classification is

buyer-initiated if pt > mt

buyer-initiated if pt = mt and pt < pt−1 (downtick)
seller-initiated if pt < mt

seller-initiated if pt = mt and pt > pt−1 (uptick)

This algorithm is called the Lee-Ready trade classification. Note that it is imperfect, there is no guarantee
that the classification is correct. In fact, comparing the Lee-Ready algorithm with the true directions
from observing the actual active party (whether a buyer or seller sent the last order), Odders-White
(2000) find it is only correct 85% of the time.

The effective spread is a measure from the point of view of a liquidity demander: If I send a market
order, what is the price I expect to pay?

1.1.3 The Realized Spread

A different measure is the realized spread, which is more of an ex-post measure. It is an attempt to
estimate: By how much did prices move as a result of a transaction? The realized spread is esimated by
comparing

• The executed price

• The market price “after a while”

To show the calculation of the realized spread, define dt as a trade direction indicator, equal to −1 if
this is a buyer-initiated trade, and +1 if it is seller-initiated. Further, let pt be the transaction price, mt

the mid price when transaction is submitted, and mt+∆ mid price “later” (typically five or ten minutes).

Realized Spread = dt (pt − mt+∆)

To see how the realized spread is linked to the effective spread, add and subtract the current mid price,
and rewrite the above as

Realized Spread = dt(pt − mt) − (mt+∆ − mt)
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Recoginizing the first term on the right as the definition of the effective spread, we have

Realized Spread = Effective Spread − (mt+∆ − mt).

This expression link the difference between realized spread and effective spread to change in reference
price.

By the way, the second expression on the right is often called the price impact, or adverse selection
associated with a trade. From that expression we see that

Price Impact = (mt+∆ − mt) = Effective Spread − Realized Spread

1.1.4 Price impact estimation (Amihud)

∆mt = λqt + εt

∆mt is change in the midprice over a fixed time interval
qt is the order imbalance, (the total value of buy less sell market orders)

This can be calculated if one can sign the active part in each trade (like we did for the effective and
realized spread calculations.

Interpretation:
The more sensitive a stock price (∆mt) is to order balances, the less liquid the stock.
Hence, liquidity is decreasing in λ
In theoretical applications, λ is often called “Kyle’s lambda,” since it was first derived in Kyle (1985).
An estimate of this elasticity of price to trading volume is the Amihud “Illiquidity Ratio”:

1.1.5 The Amihud ILLIQ estimate of liquidity

Amihud (2002) proposes to measure illiquidity by the ratio of absolute stock return to its dollar volume.
He argues that this can be interpreted as “the daily price response associated with one dollar of trading
volume, thus serving as a rough measure of price impact.”

1.2 Non-trading measures
Not trading is also informative

The Lesmond Ogden Tucker (1997) – LOT – measure of transaction costs This measure
uses the fact that a stock do not trade to ask: How large is the transaction cost that stops people from
trading? The idea is that even small changes in perceived valuation of a stock, driven by the covariance
between a stock’s price and the aggregate stock market (e.g. the beta in the CAPM), should result in
trades. So when the market moves and the stock does not trade, something must stop traders from
rebalancing their portfolios by trading that particular stock. That somehing is assumed to be an implicit
transaction cost (spread). The LOT measure is a systematic way of estimating this implicit spread from
the frequency of nontrading.

1.3 Measures based on autocovariances
Using the bouncing between bid and ask prices

The Roll (1984) estimate of transaction costs The Roll (1984) measure estimates trading costs as
the effective spread implicit in the sequence of trades. If one posit the existence of a constant proportional
effective spread s, Roll shows how one can back this out from the autocorrelation of successive price
movements. The bouncing back and forth between bid and ask will be induced partly by the magnitude
of the relative spread s, and Roll shows that this leads to a calculation as follows, where rt is the stock
return at time t:

Scov = cov(rt, rt−1)
and estimate s as

ŝ =
{

2
√

−Scov if Scov < 0
undefined if Scov > 0
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1.4 Measures based on high/low prices
The High/Low estimator of spread Corwin and Schultz (2012) introduce an estimator for spreads
which are estimated from data which at least historically typically were collected and published at the
end of a trading day: The highest and lowest prices during a day. Positing a fixed spread and variance,
they use the trading range over two consequtive dates to back out implicit spreads and variances.

1.5 Literature
Amihud (2002) measure (ILLIQ)

Florackis, Gregoriou, and Kostakis (2011) adjusts the Amihud measure by using the turnover instead.
Fong, Holden, and Trzcinka (2017) - development of LOT
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